PART 1. Seat Occupancy Mat Emulator

NOTE: Before installing our emulator please make sure:
- That the Airbag Light is ON because of a faulty seat occupancy mat.
- Car battery is in good condition & fully charged.
- Car ECU (brain) is free of other unrelated error codes as - belt tensioner (located under the buckle), driver’s/passenger’s airbag, safety battery terminal, airbag control module, etc.

1. Turn OFF ignition and raise the seat up.
2. Look From the rear, under the passenger seat (also the driver seat, for some 7 Series) locate Occupancy Sensor black box, with 2 Blue & White colour wires plug as in the picture below. The box is placed right underneath the seat from the back.

3. Turn and detach this box from the seat if needed and replace the old plug with our bypass plug. There is no need to remove the seat.
4. If your car has a seat belt warning light/Alarm then follow the PART 2 steps before you proceed further. Otherwise, switch on ignition if the Airbag light is still ON reset errors with diagnostics tool in garage or yourself with scanner as C110 or PC software as INPA.

PART 2. Seat Belt Light/Alarm Bypass

NOTE: For vehicles with seat belt warning light/Alarm
Connecting seatbelt bypass could trigger the airbag light but after faults reset with diagnostics the lights will be off.

1. Turn off the ignition and lift up the seat.
2. From front or back under the seat locate yellow connector.

3. Unlock and open connector and locate small black seat belt plug with red&black (for some US spec white&blue) wires.

4. Disconnect it and mount this original plug on our seat mat emulator wires in the same wire order red-red & black-black or red-white & black-blue. To remove plug, push in terminal clips slightly and gently pull out the wires.
5. Reconnect the plug and reset errors with diagnostics tool.

Troubleshooting
- Vehicle has to be diagnosed that the Seat Occupancy Mat is faulty as this bypass won’t clear any other unrelated errors such as belt tensioner, faulty airbag, battery terminal, control module, etc.
- If airbag/seat belt light(s) returns after days or weeks, then vehicle has to be diagnosed that the Seat Occupancy Mat is faulty as this bypass won’t clear any other unrelated errors such as belt tensioner, faulty airbag, battery terminal, control module, etc.
- If light is ON for prolonged time only BMW diagnostics will clear it.

Any problems with your order? Would be appreciated if contact us by eBay message, email or phone instead of opening eBay or Paypal case and we’ll be happy to help!

Replacements-Returns: please contact us by eBay message or email.

Customer satisfaction is our priority. If you are happy with our product and service, please leave us a positive 5-STAR feedback or write a short 5-STAR product review and we’ll do the same.

THANK YOU!